
Dystopia II

Blowsight

Dream your dreams with letters carved in stone
Fill your lungs with pride
Now you're alone
Time to tease your love
And be gone
She tried to be the better half of me
Diggin' down to the core of the misery
Locking up every feeling inside
"Would you change your own life or choose to die?"
She wore a mask of a nature's cream
Got stuck inside minds where no man's ever been
Eleven drops of a medicin
Poured into a glass of gin
So you consider me a lonely tune?
A complicated childhood makes you point to soon
They claim we are all abandoned fods
Opened up with medic toots
As the jaws of an angel, with appetite easy chews at the bone
Without any names
So listen up cuz I don't need another storyline
I held your hand as we escaped from our reality
From the broken, into the deadly sin, the words unspoken
"Where evil dwells to win"
You wanna be a visitor, you little maggot
I snap my fingers as we take it over
See that apple as it falls apart
You hear the bell and it breaks your heart
As the jaws of an angel, with appetite easy chews at the bone
Without any names
I don't want to hear another word about
The puppet trapped inside a bottle
Hidden under boxes full of dynamite
I'm really frightened now, I need a glass of water
Just before I faint
Stuck in this devil's dance, prepared to change the day

Does it make you scared at all, scared to hit the wall?
Here's to the lovers that will not succed
Another little gesture for the arms that bleed
Yet I consider you a lovely fool
They kicked you out of sunday school
And he tried to go easy
Chose to reborn without any shame
I'm so scared of breathing
Was it all just a way throw all my actions
Into the deepest hole I know
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